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SUMMARY 
An investigatlon of approximate theoretical technlques for predicting aerodynamlc 
characteristics and surface pressures for relatively ?lender vehicles at 
moderate hypersonic speeds was performed. Emphasis was placed on approaches 
that would be responsive to preliminary configuration design level of effort. 
Supersonic second order potential theory was examined in detall to meet this 
objectlve. Shock layer integral techniques were considered as an alternative 
means of predicting gross aerodynamic characteristics. 
Several numerical pilot codes were developed for slIDple three dimensional 
geometrles to evaluate the capability of the approx1ffiate equations of motion 
considered. Results from the second order computations indicated good agreement 
with higher order solutions and experimental results for a variety of wing 
like shapes and values of the hypersonic similarity parameter Me approaching 
one. 
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1. INIRODUCTION 
Progress over the past 20 years in hypersonic aerodynamic technology has 
emphasized space re-entry vehicles. Relatively little advancement has occurred 
during the same time period in similar applications to hypersonic cruise aircraft. 
At lower speeds, significant gains in supersonic cruise efficiency have been 
realized using linear theory optimization techniques. Similar improvements appear 
feasible for slender hypersonic vehicles. Recent studies have shown that, at a 
Mach number of 6.0, both passively and actively cooled airframe structures with 
relatively small leading edge radius can be advantageously employed in hypersonic 
aircraft optimization. To characterize the aerodynamic implications of such nose 
shapes and evaluate the consequences of proposed beneficial interference concepts 
such as those involving propulsive-airframe integration, new analytical tools 
are required. Although substantial capabilities exist using Euler solution in 
conjunction with floating shock fitting methods, quicker response analysis tools 
are required to derive and optimize base point configurations. Less exact non-
linear theoretical formulations hold the promise of meeting this objective and 
providing economic design codes which are responsive to preliminary vehicle 
definition efforts. 
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2. LIST OF SYMBOLS* 
-
c mean aerodynamic chord 
CD drag coefficlent,~ 
qS 
CL lift coefficient, L 
qS 
Cm pitching moment coefficient, M 
qSC 
Cp pressure coefficlent, P-Poo 
D drag 
L lift 
M Mach number or moment 
P static pressure 
q dynamic pressure 
S reference area 
a angle of attack 
8 flow deflection angle 
SUBSCRIPTS 
L due to lift 
00 free stream 
*Additional specialized nomenclature is defined in the theoretical sections 
2 
3. 0 METIiODOLOGY 
Emphasis has been placed on approximate theoretical approaches which are 
capable of treating relatively general three dimensional problems but still 
sufficiently simple to be responsive to vehicle preliminary design efforts. 
The basic intent of the methodology is to produce future improvements in lift-
drag ratio of hypersonic cruise vehicles. As a result of the strong impact 
that favorable interference has had on supersonic design and the use of such 
concepts in recent advanced hypersonic aircraft studies, candidate analysis 
should be general enough to systematically treat such problems. Finally, 
interest in high aerodynamic efficiency usually emphasizes relatively slender 
configurations at modest angle of attack; that is moderate values of the 
hypersonic similarity parameter. 
Potential theory was selected as a candidate methodology on the basis 
of its success to markedly improve aircraft efficiency at supersonic speeds, 
the ability of linear theory to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of 
slender vehicles at moderate hypersonic speeds (figure 1) and its successful use 
by Tsien in deriving the hypersonic similarity rule. The systematlc extension 
of first order theory proposed by Van Dyke (1) was specifically chosen for 
further study on the basis of its ability to approximate exact two dimensional 
and conical flow results. See figures 2 and 3. 
Hypersonic small disturbance theory was selected as a second candidate 
methodology in recognition of the progressive non-isentropic behavior of the 
flow as the value of the hypersonic similarity parameter increases. Finite 
difference analysis of thlS approximation by Gunness (2) indicated that the 
solution was essentially as complex as that for the full Euler equations and 
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thus would not be particularly responslve to prelimlnary design level of 
effort. Conservation law forms of the equation of motlon applled over fllllte 
volumes will be examined as an alternative means of developing a solution. 
Integral theorems for predictlllg the forces and moments wlll be derived and 
evaluated for the rapld evaluation of gross aerodynam1c characteristlcs. Simple 
variations of the flow properties through the shock layer wlll be utilized. 
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4. SECOND ORDER POTENTL~L FOPJ !ULATICN 
The equations for the inviscid flow of a perfect fluid are: 
continuity V·(f~) .. 0 
momentum 
I .... _ 
Z ,,(~.t..\.) f V~ 
energy C. 1': .,. ..!..(Ut.·W') 
P - Z. 00 .. 
assume that at 00 ... w e 
- . 
and since 
the energy equation becomes 
if VS" 0 since 
the momentum equation becomes 
~ 
_
,_ r1 (~~) I D 0. 
Z. V -- ~ :-1"'10 ,. - T'1j 
The continuity equation can be written in the fonn 
& ~ -0. a. ... 
0.. v· \A. of- - 'Vi . t..\. ... 0 i 
or substituting from the momentum and energy equations 
9 
Since we have assumed Vl(iA.so we can write (see figure 4) 
u.. ,. LJ_ + ~ I 
-l[ 
1.A.t, ': i.l 
lA..l : W • §'i-
-
, 
then 
Now we assume small perturbations and introduce a small parameter E , as 
well as an angle of attack E.«.. 
let 
then 
w " 
-
'Z l 
a._ M .. 
-::. 
:: 
1 I. 
0 .. • w_ 
10 
Figure 4. Coordlnate System NotatIon 
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or 
: M: { "8;' [Z.(~l(T ~~ ~i) + ~~1.. <:\>-:.1.. ~~ .. ] [ (\- 1'1:) ~"A,t c\>l':l+ c!>U] 
\' -1 [ ( A t A\ 1 l 1 1..4\ 
.. -%.- Z. 41,,+"\:,.~) + q)l(. ~~ + q>. M ... '1'"A1( 
+ (~ ..!. + cp .L ... ~ 2.. ] (.;> ... o(E <p ) .... .l 2.. (~"'~ ~ .. ':. .s;; ) 
It ax ~ 3 ~ i! ai lC .. e 2. ax ... .. 
+ {1+<!.~~ [ ~x :,. + ~~ :~ + ~~l+ <Pt);~ 1 (<PI(~ ~~+ ~i1.) } 
-- ------
now let ~ 1: E cfo (.) + E 1. q, t&J + 
with the corresponding perturbation velocities 
Substituting into the above equation and equating the coefficients 
of each power of €. we obtain the equations for the perturbation potentials. 
The first order equation is: 
( 
1. ) ..J. (., .J. (.) 
1-11. 't' + '+' 'to 
"'" :Sl • 0 
The second order equation is: 
( 
1. .,L(7.) .J. (1.) .J. Ct) \-1'1 )'1' .. '1' +.,. 
.. "" :1::1 I~ 
For a planar problem tIle solution may be oro ken into lifting and 
thickness solutl.ons for each order. Denoting a subscript cr for the 
thickness and r for the lift the equations become: 
first order 
= o 
o 
second order 
= 
12 
OO~aThm~IT~IMON~S~~~==========~------------
If :;. is the local nonnal to the stn"face of an obj ect placed in the flow, 
then the boundary condition is: 
where u: is the dimensionless perturbation velocity, 
If the surface is of the forn 
then 
and therefore 
= 
Now introduce the perturbation velocity expansion 
cf 2 € .(1) .. E: & </>(&\ .. 
/.A._ ~ll , C,) ~I.A. .. c· tal t.A. .. 
., 4:1 
('\ a ",\ 
• • C " • 
c '/ • 
W t ~I = ~w (1\ .. ~' W U ) + 
and expand from the Z = o plane 
13 
Equating powers of ~ we obtain the boundary condit~ons for the various 
orders of the perturbation velocities at the Z = 0 plane~ 
= 
(~) 
w ()(,~ 0) 
• 
From the first order equation. 
Then assuming an upper and lower surface 
z • 
+ 
o 
the followmg equations result. 
.. 
+ 
= 
= 
= 
(/-11!) T (,,~~) 
(C.(ll.~) - 0<.0(;(-)( • .)1 
+ T(xJ~) 
14 
d I r (., . (.1 oJ] 
- - ~ '''. ~ 0 ) ; "'" (xJ ~J 0 Z. ... J ~JC. 
d I r 0\ • ! 'I"('I .• ~. OO)J _ - " (It)'!. 0 ) Cl~ z..- • 
~ I,. <II ~ CJ1 J 
- - f " (x ~" ) ; V U'~JOO) a~ ~ - J J 
... 
• 
and since the problem is planar 
I t £1.\ (1(,-::' .. 0'') i- (I.) ] (a.) 
- "" 
I..) (,l<.~, 0-) • c..) <. X .. :3 0) Z ,. , 
I t CAl .) U\ _) ] GI) z: to) (~,':\ .. O - 1.0) ("'~" 0 = 1.0).. (".::1J 0 ) 
I [ell • (1\ _ ] (.1) 
'i' "'- (1C.::1 .. 0 ) ... v.. ()( J ~ .. 0 } = u..qo (x .. 'j .. 0) 
~ ( ~) (, ~, 'j, 0") - ~O\ (. X, ~ .. 0-') 1 el ) : 
'-'-,. (, ". :3. 0 ) 
I [0\ • CI') ] CI) 
'i" 'I ( lC 1':1, 0 ) • V (""~" 0-) • V G" (." J ~, 0 ) 
.!. [ v") (. lC ::1 0") (1\ _) ] v~ <x .. ~ .. 0) - y ()(,~,O = 1. • .. 
where r and ~ refer to velocities due to lifting and source elements. 
In this form the boundary conditions become: 
= 2..C(lC "') _ -< _.J ax .~ .~-
lZ) ( a ] wr''''~)o) = ax C(x;~)-o(o ua.(l<)~.o) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
a -T(lC;'~) u..('(t, '!o .. 0) 
ax 
~C(,;(J~) V ()(J~.o) 
a~ tr 
:~ T("J~) vt'(x,~ .. o) 
1. 01 
+ (I-M ) T (xJ~) - u..~(x,~.o) 
.. C))C.' 
+ [C(x .. ~)-oto()(0)(.;1 'dd':l va- tx , ~Jo) 
~ 
+ T(l(J~) a~ Vr!..x.,~,o) 
• 
15 
U) wcr''',~)O) = (,:x C(lC,'::))-o(o] U.r{l<J~.o) 
a 
ax T{",~) ~(t,'!o .. o) + 
1. 01 
+ (I-M ) T (xJ~) - u.. (x .~.o) 
.. C))C. cr 
+ [C(x.. ,:\)-oto()(0)(.;1 'd~ V,,(x, ~)o) 
~ 
+ T(l(J~) d~ Vcr!..x.,~,o) 
The thickness distribution can be written in the following fonn. 
where 
= 
x-x&.!(~) 
c,~) 
local chord 
or fraction of chord 
maximum value of tic 
where T is the tangent of the sweep of the local constant percent chord 
line. Therefore. 
= 
16 
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 
The pressure coefficient is given by the equation 
I • ,& if-v .. 
-_1 ~_-I} 
• ((M! lo-
z. 
Since to second order the flow is isentropic 
'tRT_t- .t:! tJ " ~R. T ,., '{ [' j" [~- ~,} : .,. T I,)Oe .rr;;:: .,. "" .. ".  .~ z. .. 
,-."':.. liee. 
l' -I t T 
'If-I " {(I f ~ [«... I'} I + 1'10- = "1- -11 ~-~+.,+~.,. ., z T 2. - -/1 hC.. • ... ! 
-
therefore to second order 
\. 
'( z. [ 1 & "1 1 ~ ()I-I) 1- &. 
- - M ,,,,,,,.!.'- ~'1 • (1.0)1'« ) -0( + --M I.\. 2. .. .. .. (lH) " Z! .. 
17 
These velocities must be evaluated on the surface 
= 
Therefore to second order 
on the upper and lower surfaces 
C,. (X.J~) -= +[ Cp<.x, ~~o·) - Cp(x.~~o-)J 
rt 
C,. (If.J~)-': ~ [Cp(lCJ~.J0")" c:.,.()(~'l~O-)] 
IS" 
18 
Three different approaches were examined for solving the supersonic 
second order potential equation of motion. They were 
a) Discovery of a particular integral for three 
dimensional flow 
b) Source volume analys1s 
c) Finite difference analysis 
4.1. Partiollar Integral Existpn~e 
Second order theory expands the exact potential ~ in terms of thickness 
( i,) or angle of attack 0( - • 
~. U { x ~ ~ tp (I).. 62 <j/d 1- ..} 
¢U), satisfies the usual linearized theory, ll.) is the second order correction 
and satisfies a forced equation 
An algebraic integral would have the form 
(2.) Ca) el) 0) (I) 
+ · F(x':lJ~J cfo ) tp .. J <P'J J +.) (1) 
Van Dyke has found such integrals for 2 -D and axisymmetry. However, a 
straightforward study of conditions on F in the general case shows th:Lt 
no such algebraic integral can exist. To do this consider l~ If' given;then 
for example 
Comparing like terms on the RHS and LHS of (1) gives a set of relations 
with no solution F. 
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Fer a thick llfting wing system, the first order 
solution may be obtained using a Woodward type finite element. USl.llg this 
scheme the entire planfonn is divided into quadrilateral panels haVIng two 
streamwise edges and placed in the mean chord plane. Each panel has a 
distribution of source and vorticity strength to account for the effects of 
thickness and lift. Tne source and vorticity singularity strengths are 
, determined by satisfying the boundary conditions at a set of control pOInts. 
When these strengths are kno~~ the first order velocities may be computed 
anywhere in the field. In particular the value of 
used in the solutioa of the second order velocity potential can be calculated 
anywhere. This functIon is computed at the centroid of a set of source 
volumes distributed throughout space, givl.llg the strengths of these source 
volumes. 
Source Volume 
Using the influence equations for these source volumes, the 
velocities induced back on the pl~~form from the spatIal source distribution 
may be calculated. The source volumes have the property that: 
f within volume 
: P is a constant 
o outside volume 
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----- ---------
The source volumes to be considered have top and bottom faces 
composed of two identical quadrilateral panels separated by a distance .t!.. 
The panels have two streamwise edges and swept leading and trailing edges. 
The corresponding corners of the panels lie along lines x- 7: c = const. 
Therefore the two side fa. ces have two streamwise edges and leading and 
trailing edge sweeps of magnitude 't . 
1 
- -
-
-
- --. 
-
.. 
,. , 
.. .. 
.. .. 
~ 
-
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, 
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-I 
-
1 _ 
, 
The velocity potential i induced by this volume is such that 
inside the volume 
o outside the volume 
where 
The ~, refer to the velocity potential contributions from each of the 
four panels which fonn the top, bottom and sides of the voltnne, and c:p is 
an additional tenn which is nonze~c only \~ithln the volume formed by 
the four planes of the top, bottom and side faces. 
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The 4» for each of the four panel faces is composed of a contribution 
from each corner, each corresponding to an integration limit . 
.. 
• On any given panel or face, at a corner with an edge having a sweep T and 
where 1: is the sweep of the edge at the corresponding corner on the 
adj acent panel 
(j' 
[
t. .. l[+.,+TcfsJ 
T +'l' +,e1. 
1. R ~ 
where 
LA. ,. 
., ax 
,. ~ {[-, . .. ] ~ .... t .. t (1)(::1 j} 
- ' ... JI.-T:1)--,8 .... T-(Ttp)(~-T ... ) -(r .. A)rf+ -;-r-:"1-TR. a 'IT" 2. 0 I .... r-:3 2. (~ t l; ) 
!.l,s 
f3tp.s 
- !r { ~-fl 1- (Jc-"~)fz. ... z f,3 } :-- = al( 
V,s ,. 
~.p.s 
- ~{ (It-T'l) f, - T (i.-T~)f T2.f,3 - R. } 3~ 2.11" f. 
W ,. ~tf>$ 
- .!. { Tl. f (T'. ,.G') : flo + ("-T~) t-,J } aT" -..s Z1T" , 
The velocity potentials ~~ and ~~ have the property that 
-al(. .p., 
• 
= <P.s 
o 
-- , 
where ';'v. and 4$" are the velocity potentIals induced by panel corners on 
panels having constant vortiCIty, and constaTlt source strength respectively. 
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The additional tenn 1 is such that 
outside V. 
inside VIC 
a~ ~ 
..\ { I!, I - I :t& I } :: ax (-r&+ 1:'+~"'1 2-
a~ -<r ~ { T, 11,1 - TI.I~~I} ~ (T"+'L"'Tp'J z. a~ 
~.p -~ ~ { 1:1. 13 1.1 } : [ T a. -r'" + ,G a 1 z. 'f, J 1, I -aa 
where V( is the voltmte determined by the planes comprising the four panels. 
and 
~,'" [x-~<X,+lCl.+lC.s"~,)] - T, [~-i(~,+~a.)] -'!'(i!-iC.=,+~)J 
ll.: [><- ,*(~+)(1+ ><7+ XS>] - Tt [~- ~(~,+':1t)1- 'L"(~-i(l'+~L)] 
where Tl and T2 are the leading and tl"ailing edge sweeps of panel r. Therefore 
31 and )" 2 are the x distance behind- a point on the front and rear faces of 
the source volume which has the same y and z values as the point being 
influenced. For supersonic flow } 1 and l2 are zero upstream of their 
respective faces. 
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Each corner yields a contribution to the volume influence coefficient from 
each of two adj acent faces. This fact may be used to write the influence 
equations for a given corner in a different form. On a panel whose normal IS 
in the z direction the Influence coefficients yield. 
On the adjacent face,with normal in the y direction,the corresponding influence 
is 
~ 
:' - F ( 1. J l, - ~ J 'L ) -T ) 
where (x,y,z,T,~) and (u,v,w) are both expressed in the coordinate system of 
the face with the normal in the z direction. TI1crefore, the equivalent set 
of influence coefficients for a corner of a given face are: 
" = 
<S"~ { - E~f 1- TaEf i- T~(Tf-f)} 2'TT"€ I ~ ~ ~ 
LV 
Il"~ { E.lf t + 1: ~ L 'r f,- - f3) - ~ E: f.3 J = -21f€ 
The (x,y,z,t,'T) and (u,v,w) are now expressed in a coordinate system whose orIgIn 
is at the corner and ",hose Z axIS is 1n the directlOn of the normal to the face. 
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As E a TZ+r''tfol._ 0 the quantity ('rfz. - f.l) will cancel with a corresponding 
tenn on the adj acent face and the velocities become indetenninate. By expanding 
about ~ = 0 the following form for the velocity influence coefficients results. 
l.\. = (I~ { ~f - -; [ T~ f-~ -2..R ] -2... } ~rr L 1. 'X'T 
<i~ { T~ft. + _I [II f _ R.] ~ } V - - -~f + z'1T" ' 2 z. 
W = ~{ - 2..} f - i! f.3 } 2.7T" Z l. 
This fonn is indetenninate when T = 0 and must be rewritten in the following 
fonn. 
T:O ~'& [) 
~~ { 
- zf I ! Fz 
I } 1.0\. = 2.1T z. 2. T 
~l. { - =- i- + Te fa. I (Tl t-l. - R]-i} V = + 2.17 I 1. 
LV _ ~-Ot { 
- -[1 +~ t f.J } 2.71' 
't = 0 E • 0 
IA. a-~ { ~.ft + I r~ -'-} = 2.11'" Z IT 
V .-.9. { _ :t Tc f - I } = + - "!R 2:rT I a. , l 
t..,.) = ~~ { - ~Jf - ~+ } 2.11 2. ~ 3 
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'111is spatial source distribution can then be used to solve for 1>(2) 
A solution for +(2)can be obtained by using a solution to the equation 
, Cz.) 
a ~ ~ 0 
with the boundary conditions adjusted to cancel the normal velocities induced 
on t~e planform by the spatial source distribution, I' (x,y ,z) . Therefore 
cp(2) on the planform may be obtained by using the same Wood\Vard panel scheme 
with boundary condit10ns determined by the normal velocities induced by 
f(x,y,z) and the second order boundary conditions. 
A pilot code based on this approach was developen. Computations and 
comparison with higher order solutions and experiments is presented 1n 
section 6.1. 
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4.3 Finlte Difference .~alYS1S 
The first and second order theory equations and boundary conditions derived 
in the previous sections are rewritten here for completeness with a slightly 
different notation. 
First Order 
wi th boundary condi tions on the body given by 
aF ¢l (x,O,z) = arrr (x,z/b) - a 
y . 
Second Order 
wi th boundary conditions 
<Zy(X,D,Z) • (a~i) (x,z/b) - a) 01
x 
(x,D,z) 
- (F(X' z/b) - ax) <1 (x,D, z) 
yy 
-1 aF 
+ b ¢l (x,D,z) arzr (x,z/b) 
z 
(1) 
(2) 
(4) 
where y = of (x, z/b) + a...'( defines the body geometry, and a :: 0./0. For a flat 
plate delta wing, a = -Ion the compression side, and a = 1 on the expansion 
s1de. The angle of attack is a. 
The pressure coeffiCIent IS computed from 
'",I, 
-°"'1 
x 
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( 5) 
(3) 
Flnlte Dlfference Procedure 
In thls section biO dlfferent finlte difference procedures are discussed. 
In one, the veloclty potentlal is determlTIed from a slngle equatlon and in the 
other, the veloclties u = Ox' v = ¢y and w = Q~ are computed by treatmg a system 
of partlal differential equations for these qUlliltltles, denoted herelnafter as 
the systems approach. 
Scalar Aooroach 
* + 
Equations (1) and (2) are hyperbolic ln the x-direction provided 
82 = ~1! - 1 is POSl tive. Consldering a grld molecule as shown in figure 5, for 
an explicit flTIite difference procedure the information at pOlnt (i+l,],k) can 
be computed based on past information. A simple explicit procedure for 
Equations (1) and (3) are obtained by central differencing all the terms In the 
equation about point (l,j,k). Thus, for equal mesh spaclng (~x, ~y and~: 
are constants), the appropriate discreti:ations are: 
dlyy 
0 __ 
= ~i+l,j,k - 2¢l,;,k + Qi-l,J,k 
(twx) ~ 
¢i,1+l,k - 2aJ. k + <Pi ,-1 k 
= 
1, ~ ,. 
'. ' (~y) 
1> l, , ,k+ 1 - "Q .,.. ¢i,1,k-l 
= 
- l,i,k 
(~:) .! 
[ d ( 2 )~ _ 1 [( 2 ) (2)] ax 91 - twx ~l - qll 
x i,],k x l+1/2 X i-liZ ],k 
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+:'1 )] 
l-l J ,k 
y 
(i ,j+l ,k) 
z 
(i,j-l,k) 
Figure s. Computational Star 
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_ 2 
- t:.x [h) l(<Pl) - (<PI) l] 
y i { Y i+l/2 y l-1/2) 1 k 
- , 
- ¢ ) 
li+l 1-1 
,-
- (<PI - ¢l )j]. 
l-1,J+1 i-l,J-1 k 
The term [a~~ ($i:)]i is differenced s1ffiilarly. All these fin1te d1fferenced 
quantitles are substltuted into EquatlOns (1) and (3) and the first order 
velocity potential Ql and the second order velocit]- potential ¢~ i+l,J,k -l+l,],k 
are solved for. The boundarY condltlons are imposed using a boundary pOlnt 
operator. 
Boundary Point Operator 
The boundary condHions can be applied m 0 .... 0 different ways. FIgure 6 
shows the 0 .... 0 arrangeMents. In one (refer to hgure 6a), grid pomts are placed 
rlght on the body and dummy pOlnts belo' .... the body are used. For thlS arrangement, 
the term <tyy at the body pomt (pomt 1) lS differenced m the follmnng hoay 0 
(9) = yy at 1 
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3 • 
f..y 
2 • -k 
t-
f..y 
1 -t'" ~77~77~ 
f..y o. _!--
Fl gllre 6.J. DlUlUny Point Arrangement 
2 • 
L 1 • --1--
l1y/2 
o ,t-
""':>~7-"-7-"-7-:;r7--::r/~ '7/777 
Figure 6b. No Body Point Arrdngcment 
The dummy pOInt value 00 is replaced In terms of the body boundary condItIon 
(¢~) as 
Substi tuting for ?o ive get 
2¢Z - 2¢1 - 2~y (¢Y)at 1 
(¢ J = -----::---~.:.....:;;;.. 
YJ at 1 (~y) 2 
In the other arrangement (refer to figure 6b), grid points are not used on 
the body. While dIfferenCIng for ilyy at the flrst POInt above the bod.y, the 
body boundary condition ¢y iall come in to play. 
¢2 - 91 - (¢) ~y (9) = y 0 
yy at 1 l~Y)~ 
Stability 
In general, all hvperbo1Ic explIcit schemes are subJected to stabilIty 
conditions to achieve convergence. thIS stability condition IS usually in 
terms of the mesh spacIng ~~, ~y and ~:. Basically, stabIlIty is achIeved 1£ 
the dIscretI:ed domain of dependence completely Includes the contInuum domain 
of dependence. ThIS IS Illustrated In figure 7. The continuum domaIn of 
dependence for the POInt P(l+l,] ,k) IS shmm by the dotted lIne ~Iach cone whose 
projection on the ith plane is represented by POInts B',C',D' and E'. To 
ensure stablll:v, the grId points B(1,],k+1), C(i,]-l,k), D(1,J,k-1) and E(l,:,+l,k) 
should fall outsIde of ~~ch cone projectIon B'C'D'E'. thIS ~eans that the dlscretl:ed 
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Q(i-l,j,\<) 
Figure 7. ContLnuum and Discrete Cones of Dependence 
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\~ch rhombus BCDEBP must enclose the continuum ~hch cone B'C'D'E'B'P. This 1S 
ach1eved 1f the following condi tlon is met. 
For a spec1a1 case I::::.y = I::::.z, the stability condltion 1S 
1::::.:, B -~- (6) 
I::.y 12 
Usually, best results are obtained Hhen the equalltv sign m Eq. (6) 1S satisfied. 
Artificial Damping 
The eA~licit scheme that is used to solve Eq. (1) is completely neutral. 
If one solves for the spectral radius of the arnp1ificat~on term in the frequency 
doma~n He get 
Al ,2 = 1 -
.., [v~ sin2 Sy T+ v2 z S_ ] sin2 t 
±i [1 -{1 -2 [v; sln2 By v~ sin' Sz: ]}T (7) -' + 2 
For a \\ave solutlOn, we require that the spectnun be complex, \~h~ch means the 
quantlty m the rad~ca1 must alHays be posit1ve. Th~s term lS pos1tlve only 1f 
= 
1 6..'( 
S I::::.z (3) 
Wh1Ch 1S the stab111ty requlTement on Courant number. HOI~'ever, the real requlTelTlent 
lS that 
(9) 
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We can see that the restnction (8) provides us with roots which always lie 
on the unit circle for all stable Courant numbers. Any discretization errors 
which are introduced can never damp out. They will simply be trapped in the 
mesh as the solution proceeds. Another interesting property of this scheme 
IS that the usual damping terms which are appended to the right side of the 
difference equation are of no value. They are either destabilizing or fail 
to alter the modulus of the eigenvalues. 
To damp out any errors that creep into the solution, a smoothing operator 
to the final result has been introduced. Let LC be the difference operator 
such that 
1> = L 1> i+l,],k C i,] ,k • 
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~cw let a purely d~ss~pative operator LD be app1~ed to the result and let 
final ~h~s result be ~ such that 
Then 
~+l,J,k 
ofwal L ¢ ~+l,J,k = -0 i+1,j,k 
",final ~ L 
\;.J '+1 k = C ::l, , ,. ~ ,J,. ~,J,'" 
For stability, we requ~re 
1I~III1Ldl ~ 1 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
Since 11 Lell :: 1 '..;e nmply requue that II LDII ~ 1. Any operator • .. n~ch loS 
d~ssipatJ.'le w~ll not d~sturb the stab~lity of the system. It l.S suggested 
that the d~fference operator be of the form 
(1 - ~8 o~) ~ 'I k z ~.,.. ,J, (13) 
where the z-direction is ~nd~cated. The s~bo1 c~ represents a fourth order 
differencJ.ng operator. A s~m1lar damping term in the y-d1rect~on 1S added 
with no problems. For th1s type of operator, the difference equat~on becomes 
¢hna1 
i+1,J, k :l 1 • - ~3 [0 , '.? - 40 1 '+1 + 6Q, •. ~+ ,J ,t:. 1.+-,] ,K. - l.- ,J ,,,,, 1. 1.,J ,,,-
- 40 '1 ., + ? J . 1.- ,J,K-- 1.·1,J,k-2 
Stability loS assured since 
II LII = 1,1 - 2w sin!> r., ~ 1 U 21 
1.': 
O ~" ~ 1. 
"'" 2' 
This form of d~ss1?atl.on should leave the low :requency ~omponen~s of 
the solut:.on :-e1at:.ve1y unaltered '..;hile the hl.gn :reaue:l.cy ',.;a'res are 
attenuatea. The :o~a: accuracy of t~e solutl.on snould net oe al:e~ed 
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(l~) 
(15 ) 
using this procedure. The damping really appears as a fourth-order tenn and 
the second-order result obtained should still be intact. Solutions obtained 
with and without using this damping operator are discussed rn Section 6.1. 
Systems Approach 
Although the potential fonnulation is fairly straightforward to solve with 
only one dependent variable, it has a few drawbacks which are described below. 
To alleviate some of these deficiencies, a different approach has been studied. 
Here, instead of solving the single velocity potential equation a system of 
equations in u, v, and w (perturbation velocities) are treated. 
Comments on Velocity Potential and Svste~ Approach-
1. The ~ equation in a Cartesian coordinate system involves second 
derivatives. This poses a problem if we have to make any coordinate 
transformation because the transfonned equation may get so complicated that 
even a simple explicit scheme would require time and storage consuming 
matrix inversion procedures Just as in the case of implicit schemes. 
2. To solve the problem in Cartesian coordinates requires too many 
field points. This can be avoided by means of a simple coordinate 
transformatlon (preferably body fitted system). On the other hand, 
a velocity potential fonnulatlon is not very accesslble to transformations 
of any kind for the above reason. 
3. The u,v,w systems approach involves only first derivatlves, and can 
be put in conservative fonn for any arbitrary general coordinate 
transformation (described rn the later sectIon of thls report). 
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4. The existing three-dimenslonal Euler solvers use contInUIty, and the 
three momentum equatlons In vector form along wlth the lntegrated energy 
equatlon. The u,v,W systems approach has the strong advantage over the 
velocity potentlal formulation In the sense it can be easily lncorporated 
into anyone of the eXlstlng Euler codes. Withln such a frame"ork, the 
perturbation veloclty formulation lS linear and slffiple looklng compared 
to Euler equatlons and hence can save computational tlffie. TIlis sL~lified 
formulation will now be described. 
First Order Equations 
o 
= 0 (16) 
- ~ = 0 
z 
The second and thud equations In (16) are the vortlcitv equations. Here 
ul = ¢l ' vI = dJ l and '-11 = <PI ,~here 91 lS the first order perturbation x v z 
velocity potential. Eq. (16) can be '~TItten as 
= 0 • (17) 
The fIrst order boundary condltlon IS 
(IS) 
,~here y = 8F(x,:) + Ct...X prescrIbes the body shape. The angle of attack 15 
denoted by CL 
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Second Order Eguations 
Uz 
1 1 
= 
M! a [(1 • Y/ M~) u 2 + v2 • wi] - w Vz WWz - W ax 1 1 
x Y z 
V z - U = 0 (19) 
x Zy 
wz uz = 0 
x z 
where u2 = ~2 ' v2 = ~2 and w2 = x y 
~z ' and ¢z is the second order perturbation 
z 
velocity potential. 
Equation (19) can be rewritten in the following way: 
EZ + FZ + GZ 
x y z 
= 0 (ZO) 
where 
M2 [(1 • y-1 M') '"i • v' • w' ] c:c +W Z c:c 1 1 
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The second order boundary condit1on is 
(Zl) 
The first order equations (17) and (18) and the second order equations (20) 
I 
and (21) are m Cartesian system. Any general transformat1on of the form 
1; = x 
11 = n(x,y,::) (Z2) 
~ = ~(x,y,z) 
does not change the form of these equations. After the transformation 
Eqs. (17) and (20) result in 
El + Fl + Gl = 0 (23) .,.. 11 ~ ... 
EZ + FZ + G.., = 0 (24) .. ~ 1; 11 c, 
\~here 
_ E1 E.., 
El E.., = 
.. 
-T T 
El 11x + Fl 11y + G1 Tl z EZ 11x + F.., 11 +G.., TL 
Fl = F.., ~ l -J J 
El ~ + F ~ + G1 C E2 
; + FZ ;y + G.., C "x 1 "y "x G1 = GZ = J J 
and J 1S the Jacob1an of the transformation given by J = 11x~y - ny~x' 
At thIS pamt, \~e note the Ident1cal form of the fust order Eqs. (17) and 
(23) and second order eqUatlOns (:0) and (2"+). By contrast, m the velcCltv 
potential scalar formula t10n any transfom.a t10n completely alters the Car:es1an 
form of the equat1on. 
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Conical Wing-Body Problem 
To study the usefulness of the systems approach, conical delta wings and 
WIng-body combinations with supersonIc leading edges are studied first. To 
take advantage of the conical nature of the flow field and to map the leading 
edge planar shock into a constant coordinate surface the follo1iing conIcal 
transformation is incorporated. Referring to the coordinate system of figure 8, 
lie let 
I; = x 
n = 1: x - z tan X (25) 
~ = z x 
x 
Figure 8. Conical Wing-Body Geometry 
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Corresponding to the transfonnation (10) we have 
1 n tan '~ 
ry= n~ = 1;;(1 - F; tan X) '- dl - E,; tan X) 
= -n 
nx ;:;(1 - ~ tan X) 
~= 0 1 ,,- - -;:; 
and 
1 
J = ;:;'(1 - E,; tan X) 
The computational doma1n (n,~) is a rectangle as shown in figure 9b. Varlous 
other transfonnations besldes (25) are also possible. For example, ~ = x, 
n = y/x, and E,; = :/x is another such conical transfonnation. 
Computational Boundaries 
~1=1, L=l, Lmax is the plane of syrrnnetry of the delta wmg. 
}'1=~1 L=l L is the rl2:ht boundary of the computational domain. max' 'max ~ . -
Physically:, pomts on th1s boundary he in the reg10n where the solution is 
nvo dimensional. 
L=l ~1=1 ~1 is the body boundary or 1t 1S the bOlUldary to i'ihich the 
, 'max 
boundary condit1ons are transferred and ivhere the boundary cond1tIons are 
appl1ed. 
L=Lma.x' M=l, Mma..x is the top boundary lymg in the phYSIcal reg10n 
undisturbed by the presence of the iHng (zone of sllence) . 
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t;=O 
L=L 
D 
..;1 
A 
MAG! CONE 
FROM APEX-----' MACH WAVE 
3-D 
? 
n=O 
: FROM L.E. 
: SONIC LINE 2-D 
Figure 9a. Physical Plane for Delta Wing 
~~ ~------------------------------~ D C 
L=l A B ~--------------------------~ 
C 
B 
:-1=1 \1=~1 
.. ~~ 
Figure 9b. Computational Rectangular Plane 
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:-'-!acConnack's Difference Scheme 
Applied to equation of the form 
= E - -'" F E"n+ 1 "n 67" ("n L,:-'-! L,M 6n L+l,:-'-1 Gn ) L,M-l 
"~l ~l Once EL,M is computed (u, v, w\ ,:,1 is knOlm. For a conical problem as n gets 
large, the solution approaches a radially asyrnptotlc value. The march1llg step 
si:e cl;; is chosen to satlsfv the stabili~r condltl0n~. 
Boundary Differencing of Boundary' Conditions 
At the top boundary the values of u,v,w are kept fL~ed at zero (undisturbed 
flOli reglon) . 
At the symmetT}' boundary the equatlons are integrated using a fonvard 
predictor and corrector for the dlfferencing along varY1llg ~! 1lldex and the 
boundary condition ,~=O lS applled. 
At the body boundary the equations are lntegrated us1ng a foniard predictor 
and corrector for the dlfferenclng along varylng L 1ndex and the bounday\r 
condition v=prescribed is applled, 
At the rlght boundary ivhich is In the reglon of tho dlffienslonal solutlon, 
lt 1S assumed that 
= Vi = w L 
::, 
= w? = 0 . 
-~ ::, 
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Computationally thlS is implemented by setting 
Symmetric Subsonic Leading Edge 
In general, if the leading edge is subsonic, then the bottom and the top 
surface communicate which means the computational domain must include both the 
top and bottom right hand side quarter plane. The special case of zero angle 
of attack symmetric wedge delta wing case shown in figure lOa can be handled by 
considering only the right hand side upper quarter plane as shown in figure lOb. 
The boundary condition on the wing is just v=l and off the wing v=O. Calculations 
for such a case using a transfonnation z; = x, n = y/x, and ~ = z/x are shown in 
Section 6.1. 
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Figure 10. Symmetric Delta Wing Subsonlc 
Leading Edge Case 
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u=v=w=O 
u=v=w=O 
w=O 
1; = x 
~ -
--
v=1 ---1- v=O ---
b) Computational Domain 
Figure 10. Completed 
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5. I~TIGRAL FOR\1UL\TIONS 
In addItion to the preVlOUS approach, conservation law fOTITIS of the equatIon 
of motIon applIed over finIte volumes also appear promIsing for rapid turnaround 
aerodynanuc analYSIS and design methods. Referring to figure 11, a control volume 
denoted as ABeD in the plan view will be considered. Nithout loss of generallty, 
we will illustrate the method to be studied within the frameHork of 
h)~ersonic small dIsturbance theory' (HSDT). GeneralI:ation of these 
developments to the Euler equations IS straightfoTIvard. The HSDT model should 
be adequate to descT:l.be flows for freestream ~Iach numbers, ~I"" greater than 5 
and characteristic flow deflections, ~, gener~ted by inCIdence angles a, and 
thickness or fineness ratios ° of the order of 0.2 radian, or more generally, 
flows wIth the hypersonic sirmlan ty parameter l/:'I!~ 2 of order unIty. For 
higher values of H, or lmver incidence combinations, a different ~e of integral 
method based on Prandtl Glauert and second order theory ivill be formulated and 
evaluated herein. 
5.1 Hypersonic Small Disturbance Theory 
The HSDT problem IS obtaIned bv substItutIng into the exact equatIons 
asymptotIC expanSIons ivhich are apprOXIlnate representatIons of the ,'elocItv q, 
pressure P, and densIty 0 in a llmIt InvolVIng a charactenstIc flow deflection 
parameter 0, and :'1
00
, In this limIt, strained coordInates are required as In 
boundarY laver theory to keep the flow :Ield beti{een the shock and bodY In Vlew. 
The asymptotic expansions are 
~ 
& (x,v,:':'l
oo
'o) = I (1 + C;2 u (x,y,:,H) + ••• ) + C;v(x,v,:)J - 5\~k .... CIa) 
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y A Y 
A B 
-r 
~ j :~ ~ \D 
c::::-- I~ z 
C 
A 
I: j guro 11. Control Volume for Typical Vchie 1e fJt.'(Jllwt1Y 
p - p 
co 
-0---'-U'""'2- = 8 2p + , , , 
00 co 
(Ib) 
~ =,.,. + v ", (Ic) 
for H = 1/~I!82, X :: X, y :: y/8, Z :: z/8, B :: b/8, A :: a/8 fhed as 8 ~ 0 where 
b is the maximum lateral dlffiension of the confIguration, 8 is the fineness 
ratio, Uoo is the freestream velocity, co subs~ripts refer to freestream conditions, 
~ ~ ~ 
i, J, and k are unit vectors in the X, 71, and z directIons, respectively, 
In what follows, attachment of the shock only at the nose will be assumed for 
convenIence. GeneralIzation of the analysis to more complIcated SItuatIons 
WIll be considered in the future. 
SubstItuting Eqs, (1) into the exact equations of motion and retaining 
like order terms gives the HSDT equations 
~ 
ax + VT . V T 
DV + VTP = T 
D9' = 0 
where 
~ ~ ~ 
V~ = vJ ... ,~k 
1 
= 0 
0 
• I" 
'T 
/]7:: (p ... Hfy) / a '( 
'( :: spec:r.fic heat ratlo , 
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(Za) 
(:b) 
(2c) 
(:d) 
On substitution of (1) into the shock conditions, the following approximate 
relations are obtained on the shock S(x,y,:) = 0 
(3a) 
.. 2 
IVTI = y+l [T - HIT] (3b) 
where 
(3c) 
- I = 2 [T2 H] Ps = p S=O y+l - (3d) 
(3e) 
The body boundary conditions are obtained in a similar manner for flow tangency 
on the body B(x,y,z) = 0, giving 
(4) 
.. 
~ote that if S is known, (3a) and (3b) uniquely determine VT/S. 
One approach WhlCh has been considered utilizes conservation theorems and the 
HSDT formulation embodied ln Eqs. (1)-(4). This method is the full nonllnear 
analogue of the integral theorems and area rules developed by Rockt~ell for 
hypersonic lifting wlng body combinations in Refs. 3-5. There, a linear 
perturbation problem was obtained for configu.rations wlth "very supersonic" 
leading edges. Applying these theorems to the previously Lndicated control 
volume, we obtain 
A = if adA 
s D. A 
, contmuity (Sa) 
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CL 
2L If crvdyd: - p uZo = -
co t:. A 
, y momentum (Sb) 
C.., ?7 If crwdyd: p uZo = -t.. 
co t:.A 
:: momentum (Sc) 
dydz + HAB/Y , x momentum (Sd) 
where LA = AS - ~, L, Z, D, are, respectively, the 11ft, side force, and drag 
and CL, CZ' and CD are their norma11:ed counterparts, and the area 1ntegra1s 
are taken over the projectlon of the shock layer 1n the section A-A. .~a10gous 
expressions for the moments '-lill be obtamed using the moment of momentum 
theorem. 
To evaluate the integrals in Eqs. (5) varlOUS methods have been cons1dered. 
One approach that could lead to a fa1T1y rapid procedure is to make an "averaging" 
hypothesis that neglects variat10ns m the flow quantit1es along 1mes such as 
OP in the cross flo\.[ plane m figure 11. Thus, the values of the integrands m 
(5) are taken along the shock. For example, if a polar coordlnate system is 
used \.[lth the 1mes OP assurned as e = const., as shown m flgure 11, then 
Eqs. (5) simplify to 
CL = - f 2Tr MSvSd6 o 
2'J T"[PS + H/y f J\. '(-1 o 
(6a) 
(6b) 
(6c) 
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where K :: G2(x,8) - F2(x,S) with the explicit representation of the shock and 
body taken respectively as 
S = r - G(8,x) = 0 shock (7a) 
B = r - F(S,x) = 0 body (7b) 
where r2 = yZ + Z2 and e = tan- 1 y/z. 
The integrands in (6) can be calculated from the shock relations (3) 
providing the shock shape S is known. In line with the previous assumption, S 
can be determined by equating the value of the transverse velocity on the body 
to its corresponding shock value and using the shock relation (3b) to obtain 
the following nonlinear first order partial differential equation for G: 
T - HIT = r? FF/VFZ + F~ (Sa) 
't'ihere 
(Sb) 
(Sc) 
and 
(Sd) 
has been assumed. 
Equation (8) can be solved as an initial value problem USlng the characteristIc 
construction descrIbed In Ref. 6, or other numerical methods. ThIS procedure 
should be fast since there are only th'O independent variables lnvolved. In 
S3 
particular, Eq. (8) simpllfies to an ordinary differential equation for aXlal 
symmetric or conical bodies such as delta wlng. 
Note however, that Eqs. (8) and (3d) trrnquely detemine Ps without the 
need to solve (8) as a differential equation for the shock shape G. If the 
additlonal approximatlon over and above those used is made that 
Ps = PB (9) 
(consistent with thin shock layers at high ~lach numbers), then a surface 
pressure lntegratlon rather than the momentum theorems of Eqs. (6) can be used 
to determlne the lTIviscid overall forces and moments. In analogy to Eqs. (5), 
these are glven by 
CL 
L 
2 If -+~ = s = Ps n·] d.S pU"-
co S 
(lOa) 
-2-
!. 
2 If -+ -+ Cz = = Ps n·k d.S p u2 S 
co S 
(lOb) 
-Z 
D If Ps -+ -+ CD = = Z n·l d.S p UZ S 
00 s 
(lOc) 
-Z 
\~here S refers to the surface area of the conflguratlon. 
For lower hypersonlc ~lach numbers of the order of -1. to 6, the assumption (9) 
is questIonable, and the formulae (10) must be modlfled bv replaclTIg Ps by PB' 
the true surface pressure. The relative accuraCles assoclated i\lth apphcatlon 
of (3) as contrasted ivlth (10) ,vhen certalTI s1mplifvlTIg assumptlons are made 
concernlng the structure of the shock laver or disturbance held are under 
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examination. If the conservation lffivs associated with (5) are to be used, then 
the factor K Dn the integrands must be determIned and the differential equation (8) 
for the shock shape must be solved. 
Assumptions (8) and (9) appear to be reasonable apprOXlffiatIons at high 
supersonic Mach numbers as shown in figure 12 taken from Ref. 7. Calculations 
for Moo = 00 are indicated for a right circular cone at zero incidence where for 
lower ~ach numbers these assumptions correspond to the wedge curve in the figure. 
A partial evaluation of the method was presented In Ref. 8 for axisymmetric 
cones at incidence and zero angle of attack. In that assessment, the ambient 
pressure was neglected compared to the static pressure on the shock layer. This 
provided agreement of the order 16-20% with the numerical solution of the Euler 
equations from Babenko et al. given in Re:f. 9. A somewhat more consistent 
procedure which has been recently investigated and accounts for the ambient 
pressure increases the discrepancies to approximately 36% as indicated in 
Section 6.2. Similar inaccuracies will be discussed there in connection lvith 
studies on elliptic cones performed in this aspect of the contract. To reduce 
these errors, additional effort is proposed to construct some sort of nonlinear 
feedback model Dnvolving the equations of motion. This concept will be discussed 
again Dn Section 6.2. 
5.2 Prandtl Glauert and Second Order Theory -Transverse Integral ~~thod 
To simplify the calculation of overall loads and moments and b;~ass some of 
the dIfficulties associated with pressure calculations accordDng to second order 
theory, an Dntegral method has been developed. Although similar Dn the objective of 
reducDng the dimenSIonality of the problem, the thrust of thIS technIque dIffers 
from that embodIed In the integral methods descrIbed In Section 5.1. Rather 
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121---4----+-
o 
Figure 12. Surface Pressure for a Wedge and Cone 
Accordmg to the Exact Theorv for 
~1 = co and y = 1. 4, and According to 
the ~eHtoman :'!ode1. 
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than dealing 'vith volume fl~xes of conserved quantIties such as mass, momentum, 
and energy as Eqs. (5), we consider integrals of the pressure that specialize 
to loading along strips on the body approximately normal to the freestream 
direction. This "transverse integral" technique, originally developed by Lagerstrom 
and ~liles, has been used by Malmuth in Refs. 3-5 to estimate L/D performance of 
conical lving-bodies at hypersonic speeds. In thIS sectIon, we formulate similar 
rules for Prandtl Glauert theory and outline the procedure to be further developed 
to treat the second order linear problem. 
lvith the notation associated with the winglike ogive shown in figure 13, we 
consider initially the transverse integral technique appropriate to Prandtl 
Glauert theory. Denoting u as the perturbation velocity in the freestream 
direction the appropriate equation of motion for the perturbation velocity 
potential <p and boundary conditions lv-hen differentiated lnth respect to x the 
streamwise coordinates are 
Ou = ° (lla) 
u (x,O,z) = fV"V' 
y ."''' 
where 0 = a2/ay2 + 32/3:2 - 82 32/ax2, 62 = M! - 1, and the body is given by 
the equation B = Y - 8f(x,z) = 0, with 8 a characteristic flo,v- deflection angle 
on thIckness. Assuming for initial simpliclty that the ogive has supersonic 
leading edges here and in what follows, a characteristIc surface emanates from 
the leading edges. This surface is shown schematically in phantom In figure 13. 
lVe remark here that if the edges are subsonic, certain additIonal relations over 
those to be discussed must be llltroduced to treat the inItially unkno"TI velOCIty 
components off the wing. 
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SP.A.t'-ilIfISE LOAD STRIP 
BODY 
B = Y - 8f(x,:) = 0 
Q{~\CTERISTIC E~VtLOPE 
(SUPERSO~IC LEADI~G EDGES) 
Figure 13. ~otation for Transverse Integral \!ethod 1TI 
Prandtl Glauert and Second Order Van Dyke 
Theorles 
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Returning to the supersonic leading edge case, ' .... e define a spamvise 
"pressure" integral of the fom 
Zc(x,y) 
Q(x,y) = f u(x,y, z) dz (12) 
o 
where z = zc(x,y) is the equation of the characteristic envelope. On integration 
of Eqs. (11) with respect to z and introduction of symmetry for convenience for 
which u~(x,y,o) = 0, we obtain a two-dimensional "reduced" version of (11), i.e., 
.. 
Oyy - S2 Qxx = S(x,y) (13a) 
where 
(l3b) 
and the subscript c denotes conditions on the characteristic envelope. Turning 
to the approprIate boundary conditions for (13), we use (lIb) and (12) to obtain 
a: 
o (x,O) = F(x) + u ~ = -SG'(x) 
'Y c ay y=0 - (14a) 
where 
zLE 
F(x) = ( f (x,:) dz )0 xx (Ub) 
''ilth subscript LE denoting the leading edge value. 
To complete the formulatIon of an inItIal boundary value problem for Q Ln 
the x,y plane, we Introduce the condition 
(Uc) 
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which is appropnate If the parabolic ~Iach cone intersects the plane of symmetry 
such as for a supersonic leadIng edge delta wIng. EquatIon (llc) IS derIved on 
the baSIS that the cone carrIes :ero lateral load. 
Heuristically, we assert that s=o in (13b). It is antIcipated that a 
rigoTous JustificatIon of thIS assertIon can be made uSIng the characterIstIC 
compatibility relatIons and the fact that the characteristic surface IS an 
equipotential. A simIlar argument was used to derive the hypersonic integral 
theorems presented in Ref. 5. 
The solution of the inItial boundary value problem embodied In (13) and 
(14) is the "simple wave" 
Q = G(x - By) (15) 
where G is obtained from (14). 
SPECIALIZATION TO DELTA WI~G 
Referrmg to figure U, (15) will be speciall:ed to treat the case m \vhich 
f~~ = 0 L~ (14b) to illustrate the concepts. Thus, 
on y = 0 (16) 
and hence 
Q = a(y - xiS) 
where a IS to be determIned by (16). 
In partIcular, 
Q(x,O) = - ~~/s . 
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CONICAL PROJECTION 
OF !--1A.CH WAVE 
6 cot A 
i 6y = y 
, x 
I 
I 
I 
Figure U. Notation for Delta Wing Solution 
by Integral Method 
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1 
~ = Z x 
Hence, 
1 
CL = ~ r Q(x,O) dx = B aa. t A ;:)w/2 1o co 
where CL is the lift coefficient representing an integral of loads along strips 
such as AA' in figure 13, Sw/2 is the half planform area and A is the sweepback 
angle. Now from figure 14, the Mach wave plane is given by 
Zc = x cot A - Y cot A 
and, 
where A is the ray angle to the point of tang~ncy of the wave to the ~fach 
circle. Since Uc is the two-dimensional value of the "pressure" obtained from 
sweepback theory, evaluation of (16) gives 
a IT = sec A cot A = csc A = 2 ctn A 
so that we obtain finally from (17) that 
CL = 4a.IB • (18) 
This result checks the appropriate value obtained from the full three-dlmenslonal 
theory. This example illustrates the relative ease that this procedure can be 
applIed to obtain an overall force coefficient which aVOIds entirely function 
theory methods or surface singularity procedures. Extensions to curved leadmg 
edges and more general geometries appear feaSIble. 
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SECOND ORDER TRANSVERSE INI'EGRAL METIIOD 
In this section, we outline the extension of the procedure to treat the 
second order theory problem, which can be written in abbreviated form as 
OUz = g(x,y, z) 
Uz (x,O,z) = h(x,z) y 
where g and h are functions of the first order Prandtl Glauert solutIon. 
DenotLng second order quantities corresponding to those prevIously introduced by 
a subscript 2, and using procedures applied in the previous section, we obtain 
Zc 
= 1 g dz + S.,(X,y) 
° '" 
o 'Q., 
.. 
Qz (X,O) = - SGz(x) 
y 
Qz(x,x/S) = ° 
where GZ is a known function, and 
Introducing the characteristic coordinates 
~ = x - By 
n = x + Sy , 
Eq. (19a) can be written as 
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(19a) 
(19b) 
(19c) 
(20) 
and can be solved with simple quadratures using the boundary conditlons (1gb) 
and (19c). Thus, the complete second order problem for the normal force has 
been reduced to a problem similar to that for the first quantities embodled in 
(13) and (14), with a slight complication involving inhomogeneities in the strip 
loading equation. In future work, it is intended to solve (19) for a delta 
wing and compare the results for the lift and other forces obtained in this 
fashion with those obtained using the source volume and finite difference 
analyses described previously in Section 4. The obvious advantage of this 
method is that it reduces the three dlffiensional problem to one in twu dimenslons 
and has the potential of being generalized to More complicated geometries. On 
the other hand, it has the disadvantag~o£¥ielding-only gross loadings and 
not detailed pressures. 
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6. RESULTS 
6.1 Second Order Theory 
The initial test cases for the source volume formulat~on of second order potential 
theory were selected to verify the correctness of the theoret~cal development and 
coding. Available analytic and higher order two dimensional results were used for 
this purpose. Comparisons were subsequently made with measurements for delta wings 
covering the range of leading edge sweep from 50 to 70 degrees, Mach numbers of 2.3 to 
6.0, and a range of angle of attack such that Ho. -!- 1. 
Compar1sons for a NACA 0012 airfoil at zero angle of attack are presented on 
figures 15 and 16. The incompressible result of figure 15 established the 
correctness of the second order boundary condition by comparison to the conformal 
mapping solution of Theodorsen. The well known inadequacy of the first order chord 
plane boundary condition transfer in the leading edge region is clearly illustrated. 
The second order result essentially eliminates this deficiency. The compressible 
subcri tical comparison of figure 16 was used to establish the correctness of the 
spatial source volume tenns by comparison to the higher order Euler equat~on solution 
of Sells. The results indicate that the source contribution generally improves the 
compar~son although the boundary condition correction is the more dorrJnant of the 
two at this Mach number. Higher OLder contributions are apparently required to 
entirely resolve the leading edge region. 
Numerical second order calculations at M = 4 were performed for a swept taper 
rat~o one liftmg wing with a 10% circular arc sectinn (figure 17 ). The results for 
an essentially two dimensional region of the flow were compared with Busemann's or 
Van Dyke's analytic second order expression for yawed wings. 
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The only difference between the analytic and numerical result is in the second 
order net pressure and is due to the chordwise variation of camber induced by the 
source volumes. The camber is measured at the control point, which is at 0.95 chord 
of each vortex panel, while the t.Cp is assumed to occur at the centroid. For a 
supersonic two-dimensional region the net pressure depends only on the local angle 
of attack. 
The chordwise variation of the three terms which contribute to the second 
order t.Cp are shown in figure 17c. The magnitude of the three terms is different 
depending upon whether the free stream is placed at angle of attack or the planforrn 
is place at angle of attack. For either choice in the essentially two dimensional 
region, the exact second order results and the program results reduce to the same 
value. Both show there is no change in lift due to thickness which is in agreement 
with analytic results for an uncambered two dimensional section which begins 
and ends with zero thickness. 
Numerical second order calculations for a clipped fifty-five degree leading 
edge sweep delta wing with a 4% circular arc airfoil at M = 2.3 to 4.6 are compared to 
wind tUIUlel measurements on figures 18 through 20. Predictions of lift surve slope by 
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the first and second order analysis are essentially the same, and both are in 
satisfactory agreement (figure 18) with experiment. The prediction for aerodynamic 
center exhibits a marked improvement for the second order result and is in good 
agreement with test results. A comparison between prediction and measurement as 
a function of angle of attack is presented on figure 19 at a M = 4.6. Figure ZO 
presents representative chordwise pressure distribution comparisons. The 
general expression for the upper and lower surface pressures, as predicted by 
second order theory, for a planar wing with zero camber is of the form: 
Cp = 
... 
Cop = 
.. 
where aI, bl' az, bZ, and Cz depend on planform geometry and thickness distribution. 
The chordwise pressure distributions from the wind tunnel data where curve fit by an 
equation of the form 
f ~ 
o 
f 0(. 
I 
... 
The data used for the curve fit was limited to ±llo to avoid problems assoicated with 
flow separation. Since there was data available at more than twice as many angles 
of attack as there were unknown coefficients, the curve fit was performed in a 
least square sense. This helped to eliminate the scatter in the wind tunnel data. 
The fo term represents the Cp due to thickness while the £2 term represents the second 
order contribution to Cp due to lift. The fl term can be used to represent the ~Cp 
while the f3 term was found to be negligible. 
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Calculated second order results for the compression side of a 50 degree swept 
delta wing at a Mach number of 4 and an angle of attack of 5 degrees are compared 
to the higher order method of lines_on figure 21A. Good agreement is indicated and 
a substantial improvement over first order analysis realized. 
Finally, second order results for the compression side of a 70 degree swept 
delta wing at a Mach number of 6 and an angle of attack of 8 degrees are compared to 
measurements on figure 2lB. The agreement is satisfactory and again provides a 
substantial improvement over first order predictions. The non-smoothness of the 
second order predictions is attributed to the coarseness of the source volume density 
which for the case under consideration is 10 chordwise by 8 spanwise by 8 vertical. 
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Finite Difference Second Order Theory - Velocity Potential Scalar Approach 
Calculations were perfonned for flat delta wings at ~10) = 12 and sweep angle 
X = arctan (0.7071) with and without fourth-order damping. The results for the 
first order equation are shown in figure 22. Even when points are placed at the 
leading edge, some oscillations are seen inside the Mach cone when no damping 
is used. The addition of damping seems to remove these high frequency oscl.l1ations 
as shown in figure 22. Considerable improvements were also noticed ,.;hen dampmg 
terms are added for cases with points not on the leading edge of the delta wlng. 
Second-order calculations were also perfonned for flat plate delta Wl.llg 
geometry with grid points on the leading.edge.. TWQ. t:ypical results are shown 
in figures 23 and 24. Considerable improvements over the linear theory 
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are obtained when the second-order theory is used. In figure 23, the 
linear and the second-order theory results for Moo = 3, X = 45° are compared 
with Fowell's (Ref. 10) exact solution. At 4° angle of attack, the two-
d~mensional region computed by the second-order theory compares well w~th 
the exact solution with some deviation inside the Mach cone. In figure 24, 
the exact solution using method of lines (Ref. 11) is shown for comparison 
~th the second-order results. For a preliminary design code concept, 
the improvements obtained with the second-order theory over the first-order 
'solution is very encouraging at this point. 
One other check was performed to validate the results obtained from the 
computer using second-order calculations. The pressure coefficient fo~ 
a flow turning angle of AS and Mach number ~~ is given by Busemann theory 
(two-dimensional unswept value) 
c p 
:!: C-3 (AS)3 + ... (26) 
where AS is positive when counterclockwise. The upper and lower signs 
refe~ respectively to left-running and right-running ~ch waves, and the 
coefficients are as follows: 
.... - 4y" + 28y 3 + 11y2 - ay 
24 (y+1) 
3(~ - 4/3)2. 
4(~! _ 1)7/2 
It ~ll be noted that the first term of Eq. (26) represents the linear~zed 
solution, and the first two terms the second-order solut~on. 
Equat~on (26) does not have the sweep effects taken ~nto account. By 
replacing Moo by Moo cos X and AS by arctan (tan ~e/cos X) and compensating 
for pressure coeffic~ent normalizat~on w~th respect to the freestream 
reduced by a cos X factor, we get the sweep effects. For Moo = 4, 
Ae = 5 Q , and X = 50° the first ~~o terms ~n Eq. (26) (after mak~ng the 
sweepback correct~ons) yield a value of (Cp ) d d ~ D = 0.05733851. secon or er, ... -
For the same case, the finite dif:erenced second-order calculat::.ons gl.'le 
(Cp ) d d ~ D = 0.0573339. secon or e~,_-
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Figure 2S shows a typical wing-body arrangement. Here, a right clrcular 
cone ,.".hose a.xis is rotated with respect to the wing to avoid a 90° intersection 
at wing-body junction, is placed on top of the delta wing. Figure 26 shows 
another arrangement of wing-body combination Wlth a cosine body with no slope 
discontinuities at the wing-body junction. Calculations performed on these 
wing-body combinations using the velocity potential approach in Cartesian system 
are shown in figures 27 and 28 in terms of constant Cp contour lines. For the 
cone body, the delta '-ling was at zero degree angle of attack. Thus, in figure 27, 
the Cp in the 2-D region on the wing is zero. For wing-body arrangements once 
the grid points were placed along the leading edge the wing-body Junction may 
or may not have points lying on it. In the Cartesian velocity potential 
formulation if the grid points were no~-a!igned along the 1eadtng-edge and-
wing-body junction the solution tends to be very oscillatory. The spikes that 
are seen in figures 27 and 28 originate at points neighboring the wing-body 
junction and propagate inwards along ~lach lines. As expected the cosine body 
produces oscillations of smaller magnitude because of a smooth wing-body Junction. 
Finite Difference Second Order Theory - Systems Approach 
Several conical delta wings and wing-body combination cases were run using 
the first and second order system of equations approach. ~1ost of the cases 
used a t)~ical n,~ grid of (11 x 18) and required approximately 400 iteratl0ns 
to converge. All the cases were run on the Berkeley CDC 7600 machine. * A 
ty~ical first and second order calculation using the systems approach required 
10 seconds CPU time. 
*Th15 procedure although not strictly speaking necessary was chosen to reduce 
costs during the contractual effort'. 
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Figure 2S. Rotated Circu~ar COIle on_~ _Delta Wing 
Figure 26. Conical \1ing-Cosine Body 
90 
Figure 27. Constant Cp Lines for Wing-Rotated Circular Cone Body. 
M = 5.08,-X = 65°, CI. = 0°, Cone Semi-angle = 12.4°, 
the Axis of the Cone is-Rotcrted wittr Respect to Wing 
by 6.20. 
Figure 28. Constant L Lines on l'ling-Cosine Body. ~!co = 4, X = 50°, 
0.=5°. -p 
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Figure 29 shows the first order solution and-the improvements made using 
the second order solution for a delta wing case of M~ = 4, X = 50° and angle 
of attack = S°. The system of equation approach yields a much smoother solution 
than the velocity potentlal formulation, especially for the second order 
calculation. Better flow field resolution in the case of the system of equation 
approach could be due to the conical transformation. 
Figure 30 shows another case of a delta \'ling for Moo = 6, X = 70°, a = 8°. 
The first and second order solutions are compared with the Gentry/Wooch'lard solution 
presented ~ Ref. 12, exper:unental data, and the more exact method of lines calculation. 
The second order finite difference solution and the Gentry/Woodward solution 
compare reasonably. It is very clear from this plot that a significant improvement_ 
in the results can be achieved using'secoTItl order approach. -However some 
disagreement with experiments still remain due to the inadequacy of the lmear 
and Gentry theories in predicting the nonlinear shift in conical sonic line 
location, 
Figure 31 shows a typical wing-body calculation for Moo = 6, X = 70°, and 
a :: 80 • A conical cosine body having the I follm'ling shape (see figure 26) 
y :: ex (1 + cos iT ~) + a..'<: ~b 
= a..'<: 
is used, where ~b is the location of body-wing intersection and ~Ze is the 
leading edge position. The pressure of the body does not change the two-
dimensional results as long as the body IS contained within the ~~ch cone. The 
boundary condltion for the body is also applied at y::0, just llke for the \vlng. 
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Comparing figures 3U and 31, it can be seen that the influence of the body 
completely changes the second order solution in the three dimensional region. 
Instead of a sonic line in the case of delta wing a compression wave (can be 
a shock also) is formed terminating the two dimensional region. The flow then 
undergoes a gradual compression thereby peaking the Cp value. The peak in Cp 
occurs around the intersection of the l'ling-cosine body. On the body the flow 
(cross flow) undergoes a rapid expansion and the Cp value falls down to the 
centerline value. 
Figure 32 shows the results for symmetric subsonic leading edge delta 
wing cases. For the linearized equations there is a square root singularity at 
the subsonic leading edge causing Cp . ta..ga-to-,.WW-ty . The numerical procedure 
cannot handle this singular behavior properly and hence formS spikes in the 
solution near the subsonic leading edge. Results are shown for Moo = 12, 
semi wedge angle of 3° and for leading edge sweep angles 69° 56' and 51° 21'. 
The first and second order results are also compared with analytical results 
from Ref. 13. The discrepancy between the analytical results and the nt.nnerical 
results require further investigation. 
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6.2 Results - Evaluations of Hyoersonic Small Dis turbance Theory ~!odel 
In this section, we apply the formulation devised in Section 5.1 to treat 
flows over elliptic cones at incidence. This study is mtended to llhnninate 
accuracy questions in regard to the initial concept and indicate directions 
of refinement prior to application to more general configurations. 
Referring to figure 33, we consider the elliptic cone in the hypersonic 
stream at freestream Mach number ~lo:> and incidence a.. In Eq. (7b) in Section 5.1, 
by use of a body a."(is to wind a."(is transformation, we find that for the shape 
in figure 33, the body B and shock S have the special representations 
B = r - xf(6) = 0 (la) 
S = r - xg(6) = 0 (lb) 
where r = rio, y = y/o = r sin 6, Z = z/o = r cos 6, rZ = yZ + zZ, and 
6 = tan- 1 y/z. For an elliptical cross section of eccentricity s and major 
axis vertex angle 0, we have, \vi th A = 0/ a 
~ ~s;~z 6 + ~Z cosz 6 - A sin 6 
= ~ ~. ~ + O(AZ) as A ~ 0 
sm2 e + S2 cos 2 6 
f(l - SZ) sin 6 + A 
f'(6) = - (f cos 6) sin2 6 + S2 cos2 6 + A sin 6 
(Za) 
(Zb) 
The pressures on the shock are given by Eq. (3d) where the right hand side IS 
calculated using Eqs. (2). Defining thIS right ha.~d side as a quantity S(e), 
we obtam In the notation of Eqs. (i) and solvIng (8) 
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(3) 
(4) 
For this conical shape, the nonlinear first order partial differential 
equation in two space variables x and e becomes the following ordinary differential 
equation for the reduced shock shape g: 
g' (e) = g V(g/T(e))2 - 1 . (5) 
Note that Eqs. (3)-(5) apply to an arbitrary cross section conical body. If 
a surface integration is used to determine the lift coefficient, then the 
appropriate expression for a conical body.is 
1T 
ff + + c = C n.j dS = L 5 PB 
I J c (e) f[f 1T PB 
- I 
sin 9 - ff cos e] de . 
yf2 + fl2 
(6) 
In figure 34, results us ing the present hypersonic small disturbance "wedge" 
model are compared to other theories for the a=O right circular cone (s=O) case. 
In contrast to the Moo = 00 results previously presented in figure 12, the discrepancies 
increase from 20% at H=O corresponding to the strong shock Moo = 00 case to about 
49% at H = 68 = 1 for 'Fl. 4. The discrepancies could be reduced by employmg a 
lm~er value of y associated with a thin shock layer approx1.ITIation or the preVlously 
used somewhat inconsistent approximation employed in Ref. 8 of negll.gible freestream 
pressure compared to static pressure on the body. Further evaluation of this 
case indicates that the present theory makes too gross an approx1ffiation of the 
wave angle T by assuming that the magnitude of tr~~sverse component of veloclty 
+ ->- ->-
!VT! = !q - Ui! is conserved across the shock layer. For a wedge in which the 
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flmv behind the shock is constant state this assertion is obvious. Accordingly, 
it would be expected that for relatively planar winglike bodies with supersonic 
leading edges this approximation may not produce the serious errors associated 
with the cone. For the latter, however, important flow relief effects occur due 
to the high three dimensionality. Also implicit in the comparison of figure 34 
is the assumption that shock and body pressures are the same. This assertion is 
apparently not as serious as that concerning the wave angle, T. The error in 
the latter is only 20% but its appearance as a square aggravates the prediction 
sensitivity. 
Prior to discussing directions for refinement, we turn now to the case 
a, s * 0, i.e., an elliptic cone at incidence. With the notation given in 
-figure 33, pressures were calculated with our model for an s = 1/2 cone tested 
by Chapkis at Moo = 5.8 and reported in Ref. 14. Results for the pressures on 
the most lee (6 = rr/2) and winmvard rays (6 = - rr/2) are shown in figure 35 
for various angles of attack a. For the winmvard side in which the thin 
constant property shock conditions are most closely met, the agreement is 
reasonable. Degradations occur on the lee side associated with thickening 
of the layer and resulting nonuniformitles in the region. In figure 36, the 
experimental meridional variatIon of pressures is compared for the same cone 
at a = 0 and 2° with the predictions from our model. Serious discrepancies 
occur near the maJor ~xis. Newtonian flow results for a ~ 0 are also shown 
and also indicate serious discrepancies, but near the minor axis. The appropriate 
Newtonian expression for zero incidence is 
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For the prediction of CL by a surface pressure integration, one might 
e~~ect a beneficial error reductlon due to the tlltIng of the pressure vector In 
the region where it contributes the least to the 11ft and the erTor is the 
greatest. Unfortunately, for an ellIpse, thIS tllting is also localized to the 
majoT axIS and no substantial accuracy lIllprovement OCCUTS, as shmm In the 
meridional loading curve of figure 37. Using Eq. (6), we obtain a CL of 0.05056 
In contrast to a value of 0.0278 using Chapkis' measured pressures. 
As indicated previously, a crucial feature of the model is ItS capabIlIty 
to accurately predict the shock wave shape. In the foregoing phase involVIng 
the determinatIon of CL, the application of (Sb) in Section 5.1 to the 
determination of CL was consideTed on the _grounds that compensatlng errors 
could be involved in the evaluatIon of the crv product and the est11!latlon of t..~. 
The determinatIon of !::,A involves the solution of (5) for g. Cauchy-Euler 
marchIng was attempted, but it became evident that the singular behaVIor near 
e = - 7 will have to be better understood before thIS scheme is successful. 
~!oTe accurate prediction of the shock shape for thIS and generallzed 
geometTies will require SUItable refinements in the model In which presumably, 
more localized integral foTffiS of the equations than (5) in SectIon 5.1 are 
used. The eXIsting model utilizes only the surface boundary condltions but 
does not Incorporate the differentIal equatIons, particularly that of contInuity 
This aspect IS particularly ~ortant in distinguishIng the hIghly three-
dllTIensional comcal flow considered previously WIthIn the framework In the 
quasl-t".,"o-dL'i1enSlOnal assumptIon of II VI I = IVII . In future studIes, fmite 
IS [B 
volume procedures InvolVIng these conservatlon la,vs ',Ill be T'lore fully developed. 
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7 • CONCLUS IONS 
Based on the theoretical development and companson '~'i th higher order 
results/experimental measurements, the fo11owL~g findings and conclusions are 
made. 
1. Second order potential theory provides a systematlc means of 
extending linear theory to values of the sunl1arlty parameter 
He of order one. 
2. Improved predictlon of supersonic/hyperson1c aerodynamic characteristic 
and surface pressures for sLmple three dimensional shapes has been 
demonstrated for numerical second order analysis. 
3. Additional effort 1S required to extend the non-linear potent1a1 analysis 
to more general wing-body arrangements and refine the treatment of 
subsonic edges. 
4. Exploratory effort uti1i=ing h)~ersonic small disturbance theory 
integral techniques ind1cates that the approach requires additional 
development prior to obtaining a rapid gross aerodynamic prediction 
method. 
5. The systems approach has a strong potential for any future code 
development to handle general three dunensional configurat1ons in much 
the same maruler as existing Euler codes but with sufficient computer time 
and cost savings to permit use as a preliminary design tool. 
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